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Abstract—Scientific Software Teams (SST) are the primary
enablers of the transformative science taking place all over the
world today. They lead the core development of libraries and
packages that enable today’s supercomputers to process the vast
amounts of data generated by the world’s largest and most
complex scientific instruments for research and development.
This work throws some light on SSTs types and composition,
ensuing culture dynamics, common practices, and the evolving
skillsets needed to perform next-generation science inventions
and discoveries. In addition, the work discusses potential opportunities and threats surrounding SSTs with a focus on long-term
sustainable research and development. Finally, this work also
discusses best practises, common pitfalls, and practical use cases
towards building and managing SSTs.
Index Terms—Scientific Software Teams, Research Software
Engineering, Software Excellence

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many scientific domains, the software now underpins the
scientific results that are produced. As scientific experiments
involving large experimental devices becomes more automated
and sophisticated, the software has become the enabler for research, invention, and discoveries. Software is now an essential
component in every aspect of scientific research workflows from data collection, processing, and generation of insights
from experimental instruments, to running complex simulation and modeling applications on supercomputers related to
climate and nuclear reactor modeling. Software that enables
science in this way can be deemed Scientific Software; it
allows rapid discoveries, reduces errors and blunders, and
ensures reproducibility of complex experiments. The design
and development of Scientific Software requires collaborative
efforts with diverse skills in software engineering and a deep
understanding of the scientific domain. In recent years, the
development of Scientific Software has evolved from an individual researcher’s effort into a team model. These Scientific
Software Teams (SSTs) work side-by-side and often include
domain scientists from various disciplines that are integral to
the success of the teams’ goals and ultimately the scientific
results.
In this paper, we discuss various types of software teams
from the engagement perspective and their role in designing
and developing scientific software and libraries. Software
teams continuously evolve and adjust to the changing dynamics of technology and science. Thus a critical aspect
of such a team is the agility and flexibility in addressing
and incorporating such changes in their workflow. The paper

addresses some of these dynamics through the cultural lens
and narrates the core principles it is governed by. SSTs are
no longer just about creating scientific software; they are also
involved in operationalizing them to support production-grade
benchmarks such as several thousand users, Service Level
Agreements of 99% or more, and mitigating security threats.
The SST members also strive to gain substantial domain
expertise besides developing a robust software ecosystem.
SSTs inherit several traditional and well-known software development workflows towards developing scientific software.
For example, SSTs generally follow agile methodologies that
include Scrum, Extreme Programming, Kanban, and others
developed in industry, however, these approaches are usually
tuned to address the specific needs of scientific software
development.
SSTs’ interaction with the domain experts lays the foundation for the successful creation of scientific software. Also, the
growth of scientific software depends upon how effective interaction and coordination exists among all the team resources
regularly.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Schmitz et al. discussed a hands-on approach to the overall
team dynamics for the PCRaster environmental modeling
platform development in [1]. The authors described a successful team consisting of software engineers and environmental
scientists working side by side on developing the simulation
application. Besides adding new features, the teams were also
responsible for maintaining the legacy code. The team grew
under the umbrella of the academic environment. While developing the software, the team members were also responsible
for writing scientific publications and research proposals and
teaching on a need-to-do basis. Several works were recently
published that take the “teams of teams” approach to scale productivity and innovation when working on an inter-laboratory
program (e.g., exascale) to teach the efficiency and innovation
from small teams to aggregate teams of teams[2], [3], [4]. A
thorough best practices for scientific computing are discussed
in [5].
III. T YPES OF S CIENTIFIC S OFTWARE T EAMS
There are many possible ways to categorize SSTs, but
anecdotally there appear to be two primary types. The first
type of team focuses on developing an ecosystem of tools,
machines, or data processing pipelines. Such teams’ efforts
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and deliverables are not dictated by a single customer or
stakeholder. Instead, their work focuses on applications that
cut across multiple projects or even a whole facility. Such
teams focus on developing software with a broader user base
and their usage as libraries or packages. For example, the
design and development of an open-source framework for
high performance computing (HPC) network APIs and beyond
can be used in many applications and programs to build
high-performing and highly scalable network stacks for nextgeneration applications and systems[6]. In the second type,
a software ecosystem is developed that is geared towards
solving a specific research problem, and the developers work
with the relevant domain experts very closely. For example,
Easterbrook et al. and their team developed scientific software
that focuses on a detailed case study of climate changerelated software development practices[7]. Thus, beyond HPC,
a variety of software solves complex scientific problems and
usher in an era of discoveries. Such dynamics also make
scientific software development different from commercial
software development. Scientific software often requires the
involvement of a domain expert who is actively involved in
the development process.
These two teams can be roughly categorized as the former developing software for more general use cases, while
the latter develops software for domain-specific use cases.
However, there are some characteristics that apply across
both types, such as the type of software development life
cycle (SDLC) employed. These SDLCs are often adapted
for the type of invention and transformative process that
scientific discovery entails, particularly since understanding
and defining the problem tends to happen incrementally as
the work progresses. For example, in some cases requirement
specifications are impossible to collect at the beginning of
the work. The requirements emerge as the software is being
developed, and the science improves side-by-side. This can
mean that approaches such as test-driven development can be
difficult to implement end-to-end.
Like any development project, there are often risks other
than the knowledge and expertise required to develop the software, such as budget, funding source, and changing priorities.
Also, the availability of equipment, data collection, etc., plays
a bigger role in the continuation and timely completion of the
software development.
Both teams begin the software development process by
envisioning solving a specific scientific problem. Issues such
as the scaling of applications to support thousands of users,
for example, is typically not considered until much later in the
process.
The software is itself developed in an iterative fashion and
experimental style, since it is often not clear at the outset what
will work and what will not. As development progresses, both
the domain science and the software may be adjusted in order
to achieve intended goal of the research.
Both approaches suffer from the availability of interfaces
to do the programming. For example, at times, the scientific
application built to run on the HPC hardware is restricted
in using C/C++ or FORTRAN programming languages, and
thus miss out on the advantages or the availability of high-

level programming constructs offered by Java/Python for rapid
prototyping and development.
IV. I NTERACTION AND DYNAMICS
Interaction and group dynamics seem to play a more significant role in the efficient development of the scientific software
ecosystem. This is because there is often a greater emphasis
among the SSTs to interact and discuss the development
process as discoveries are made through experimentation and
analysis. In reality, scientific discoveries are rarely planned
and are usually the result of chance events, so the development
process to create software that underpins the science must also
be adaptable to unforeseen events.
Understanding changes and accommodating them is a more
significant requirement for software engineers involved in
developing the software for scientific research. The Team
of Teams model[8] has been shown to work well for large
projects that involve coordination and communication within
and across organizations. Inspired by the social network concepts, Teams of Teams allow for agility, rapidly adapting
to changing dynamics, and information sharing at improved
speeds. Like social networks, increasingly frequent and complex communication among the developers evolve to become
small managed teams who communicate and share information faster, while still keeping the significant decision-makers
informed about progress. Such approaches allow for greater
transparency among the stakeholders as well as accountability
in achieving shared goals. However, considerable attention
needs to be given to scaling the efficiency and innovation
delivered by small teams to the aggregate Team of Teams.
For example, funding that is shared across multiple teams must
translate to effort and participation that benefits the Team of
Teams as a whole. Building trust among the individuals and
across the teams is essential in order to encourage the free flow
of ideas and transparent communication. Other factors, such
as the ratio of senior staff (who require little supervision) to
junior staff (who require supervision and/or mentoring) must
also be considered in order to find the right balance between
productivity and managing expectations.
Psychological diversity could accompany technical diversity
SSTs culture. Agile practices are starting to be seen as
beneficial by the SST community, and are being more widely
adopted by SSTs. Recently, several national laboratories have
implemented Sprint-style project executions for their Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) programs to
achieve faster results and provide better metrics for assessing
the investment made to achieve high profile discoveries. In
contrast, the commercial software industry has long known
the benefits of using these approaches, and are continually
evolving better ways of developing software. As discussed
earlier, the nature of scientific software development is rarely
predictable, which calls for greater flexibility and higher levels
of uncertainty. The agile approach inherently addresses such
challenges automatically through iterative improvement and
incrementally increasing the level of complexity. The planning
that involves a clear discussion of high-level goals for research
isolates the implementation and variability succinctly through
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the agile process, allowing for more remarkable changes and
updates along the way as far as the central core research goals
are aligned.
Ethics in research is a shared responsibility. While developing scientific software, it is vital to pay attention to
ethical responsibility as well. This extends to ensuring that
the software that is developed is inclusive, and does not
incorporate biases or other forms of discrimination. SSTs
also need to consider the implications of their work and the
broader societal impact. It is also important that the SSTs
operate ethically and responsibly. This may be as simple
as ensuring proper attribution for contributors and ensuring
that publication decisions have been adequately discussed and
verified before releasing any software.
V. C OMPOSITION AND S KILLS
SST members vary in their background, knowledge, skills,
and abilities. This diversity can be beneficial when it comes to
developing software applications for a wide variety of science
domains. In the commercial industry, software engineers spend
most of their time working on only one project at a particular
time. In contrast, in the scientific software community where
funding is primarily driven through grants and awards, developers are often working across multiple projects. The fluidity
of working on multiple projects, as well for short periods of
time, is exhibited across various levels. As a consequence,
SST members have only a short time available to ramp up
skills and deliver results. This sometimes also puts constraints
on the application and implementation of software processes,
while still allowing for rapid prototyping and testing of novel
scientific ideas, where the focus is on discovery and creation of
new knowledge. Scientific software development is also often
done for unique problems that have very specific applications,
in which case ground-up development has to be done by the
members of the team, and external libraries of packages are
not always an option. A multi-disciplinary team can be critical
to solving the problems in these situations.
The team composition of SSTs should include members
with a diverse skill-set as well as experience. The ratio of
senior, mid-level, and junior staff needs to be carefully considered in order to optimize development productivity. Senior
staff with decades of experience working across multiple domains are needed to be able to drive the science component of
the project, comprehend the requirements, and translate them
in a format that can be implemented programmatically. As in
most software development projects, the senior staff tends to
spend more time on the design and planning aspect than the
coding and details of the implementation. Mid-level staff who
have a good grasp on the architecture of the software play
a pivotal role in developing workflows, high-level constructs,
technical design. They are involved in creating libraries and
critical components of the software that serve as the foundation
of the entire ecosystem. Junior staff, including early career,
typically require more supervision and mentoring and are
devoted to learning and writing code for the software systems.
In addition, they learn concepts and workflows from the more
senior members of the team and eventually take on more
complex and challenging tasks as their skills improve.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we addressed several aspects of Scientific
Software Teams (SST) and their interplay among the projects,
stakeholders, and themselves. Creating effective SSTs is a
complex task that requires the active participation of all
team members. The nature of the projects, funding, and
resource availability play a pivotal role in how SSTs operate,
deliver, and perform. Beyond that, core principles such as
agile methods, Team of Teams, transparency are the values
that bring uniformity and coherency, and dependability to
the whole process. SSTs are uniquely positioned to enable
transformative research and are critical drivers of inventive
science. Thus addressing some of the challenges will not only
help nurture this community, but will positively impact every
other scientific discipline that uses SSTs in its research and
development portfolio.
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